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Abstract. Improved classical ant colony clustering algorithm (LF algorithm), applied to salt sensitive 

hypertension SNPs data analysis, in order to explore the high throughput SNPs statistical analysis to 

provide new ideas. The LF algorithm was improved, and the improved algorithm was programmed with 

Mat 1ab8.0 software. The cluster analysis was performed on 335 samples of salt sensitive hypertension. 

The LF algorithm was successfully improved and the software interface was realized. Using the new 

algorithm, all samples are divided into 2 categories, the first class of 169 samples, second of 166 samples 

of consistency test and latent class analysis results, the Kappa value is 0.93, P<0.001, and the two kinds 

of differences in population SNPs probability distribution statistical test, we selected 3 SNPs:rs848307, 

rs1739843, rs1010069, clear it plays an important role in the classification of. Conclusion: ant colony 

clustering algorithm has the characteristics of unique thinking, automatic calculation, easy to improve, 

etc. it has broad application prospects in the field of high throughput SNPs data analysis and other 

related fields of genomics. 

Introduction 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)[1] refers to DNA sequence polymorphism in the genome 

level caused by a single nuclear bitter acid variation, in the human genome, the average per thousand 

bases of a SNPs[2]. The SNPs of patients with complex disease has the characteristics of multi-level and 

multi dimension. It is an important task how to use SNPs data to find various problems related to 

disease[3]. The ant colony optimization (ACO)[4] algorithm does not depend on the specific problems 

in the mathematical description, with global optimization, distributed, self-organizing and adaptive 

ability, then many researchers inspired by ant behavior, a series of ant colony algorithm design, which 

based on the ant heap of corpses piled up behavior, put forward a basic model (BM), and has been 

successfully applied to robot. The BM model is extended and the similarity measure of the data object is 

given, and the LF algorithm for data clustering is designed[5]. Clustering analysis of common SNPs data 

have their own limitations, compared with ant colony clustering algorithm has the unique thinking and 

operation automation features 3 and the improvement measures to improve the algorithm has good 

clustering effect of defects. For this purpose, the LF algorithm is improved and the software is realized 

on the computer, and then the results of clustering analysis are compared with the improved LF 

algorithm and the latent class analysis method. The data of this study from the Capital Medical 

University School of public health cooperation with Beijing City, some community health service 

centers, the salt sensitive hypertension SNPs information of 335 sample test results, including 20 genes, 

29 susceptible SNPs. Each SNP is divided into heterozygous and homozygous forms[6]. 

Method 

Procedure.  Ant colony clustering algorithm LF algorithm is the most classic, the calculation process 

is as follows: first, initialization for clustering, all data in the scatter form, random distribution in the 

two-dimensional plane form, then add a certain amount of artificial ants. Then enter the iterative process, 
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for any ant in each iteration, the current location of the data to calculate the neighborhood similarity. If 

the data is carried by ants, the probability of calculating the ants to lay down the data Pd, if the data is in 

the grid, the probability of calculating the ants pick up the data Pp. The two should be compared with the 

random probability Pr, to determine whether the data operation, the algorithm has been carried out until 

the set number of iterations. 

The concept of LF algorithm is introduced into the local memory, each ant will have data object 

handling and put down the position information, into their own memory, once the data raised will be the 

first with their memory storage compared to find the nearest data points, jump directly to the data points 

the adjacent to the ant memory length is more limited and mobile principles can set all the ants, put down 

the operations on all data continue to lift or, after several iterative times after 3 dimensional form, similar 

to a relatively high degree of data will be transported to the same area, so as to realize the clustering 

process the data, the calculation process is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  Flow chart of LT algorithm 

 

Experiment 

In the improved scheme, the guidance of the global memory is established, and the capacity 

adjustable memory bank is set up, and the information of all the data that the ants put down is recorded 

in the database and S is shared by all the ants. By changing the method of neighborhood clustering in the 

improved algorithm in the process of experiment 171 verification method using neighborhood linear 

decreasing, can increase the calculation efficiency, this research will decrease to 4 from the 12 linear 

neighborhood[10]. 

Using spherical coordinates, the four boundaries of the two-dimensional grid are connected together 

to form a spherical surface to ensure that the data points, regardless of location, the same neighborhood. 

The clustering data into the improved LF algorithm procedures, using Matlab8.0 software 

programming. The program is small; and the sampling error, the program will run 10 times, of which a 

calculation results are shown in Table 2, shown in Figure 2, taking the average of the results. The results 

are as follows: all 335 samples are divided into 2 categories: the first category is and the other is the Z of 

the second category. The improved ant colony clustering results and the use of latent class analysis 

(latent class analysis, LCA) to compare the clustering results, both have the same classification results 

for 324 main samples, after Kappa test, the Kappa coefficient between the two results is 0.93, according 

to international standard, Kappa 0.75 can be considered quite satisfactory coefficient of maximal 

consistent degree. 

Using the above data sets were compared to verify the.SNPRuler algorithm is to predict the rule 

reasoning and two stage based on this method and SNPRuler (Two stage) design strategy, learn the 
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relationship between feature and class variables by pre rules, predict the class label and then in the test 

data. The epistasis detection using the rules of learning, the reason is: first the combination contains, 

some patterns or prediction rules; furthermore, looking for assessment rules easier and more efficient. 

Therefore, the SNPRuler method by mining prediction rules to find potential epistatic combinations. 

The result can be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 as below: 

 

Figure 2.  The prediction of dataset 1. 

 

Figure 3.  The prediction of dataset 2. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, one of the methods of cluster analysis as a data mining technique, the purpose of which 

is to divide the data without supervision, so that the final classification of the data in the highest degree 

of similarity of 3 and not the same data in the lowest degree of similarity. The data clustering analysis has 

two purposes, is to find the final classification for the characteristics of each type were analyzed; two is 

as a preprocessing method to reduce dimension data of other analysis, this study implements second 

objective clustering analysis by ant colony clustering algorithm, however in the study the algorithm can 

achieve the first objective of service. In a word, the ant colony clustering algorithm has become a kind of 

intelligent algorithm based on its unique conception, simple programming and easy to improve. 
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